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WHY NOT TO ABANDON ENGLISH TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL? 

Simon Murlson·Bowle and Adl Huka 

In his paper Why Not Abandon English Teaching In the Elementary School? 
Mr. Rogers admits that he is putting forward an extreme point of view. Mr. Rogers 
also admits that it Is unlikely that any notice will be taken of his suggestion: 
we should perhaps let it go without comment. We feel. however. that there are 
a number of assumptions made about the situation of elementary school English 
in Ethiopia that need to be looked at a little more closely. 

1. Elementary English as a preparation for junior secondary school. 
'Engllsh is presumably taught from grade 3 to grade 6 to prepare students for 

the 'beglnning of Engllsh·medlum teaching In grade 7.' In saying this we believe 
Mr. Rogers to be making an Incomplete assumption as to the role of English In 
the elementary school: We shall discuss it under the headings: . . 

-a) educa.tlonal aims at the elementary level - All teaching In the elementary 
school can certainly be seen as a preparation for teaching in the secondary 
school. At the same time all teaching in the elementary school is of intrInsic 
value in that it pro.vldes basic knowledge and the means of increasing this know. 
ledge. If this Is not true, then according to Mr. Rogers' thesis we may as well 
abandon all subjects at the elementary level because the number of dropouts Is 
the same for each subject. Or has S!!JJlish some specific characteristics that 
make it of no intrinsic value, these seen in honest comparision with those 
characteristics of other subjects conSidered to have intrinsic value, and which 
therefore disqualify it from the elementary curriculum? The only characteristic 
that might suggest this that we can think of. and which is mentioned In Mr. 
R~gers' paper, .is the peculiar difficulty of teaching of languages. For reasons 
whIch wm become apparent we believe this to be inadequate grounds for dls
qua lifi cation; 

b) effectiveness of elementary English as a preparation for English'medlum 
teaching - It cannot be den-ied that tour years of ofrten poorly tauglrt English Is 
insufficient preparation for the use of the language as the medium of instruction. 
Whether English has been taught at the elementary level or not, some form of 
special treatment of !h'e language Is necessary at the fIrst year junior secondarY 
level. This is realized by the English Textbook and Curriculum Committee of the 
MInistry of Education and a dfrective on this Is aboLlt to be distributed to a 
selection of junior secondary schools. Whether this special treatment should 
be In the form of an intensive course as Mr. Rogers suggests. or In the form 
of a more protracted and other-subject oriented programme, could well provTde 
the topic for a separate discussion. We would only like to point out that Intensive 
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been proveq to work with highly motivated studertts 'of above-
avera~e Intelligence. The books of the New Oxford English C~rse for grade;!! 
6, 7 and 8 are bejn~ planned with these problems In mind; the number of other
subject textbooks In whIch the language Is cont rolled is also Increasing, We feel 
strongly that any English learnt In the elementary grade - If it is only the 
alphabet -will contribute to the usefulness and effect iveness of the special 
treatment that is seen as necessary. 

2. lhe grade 6 dropout 
Before making any decisions conceming the future of English in the elemen

tary school we need to know more about 

a) the reasons for the high aropout -

f. Intelligence - As the pass mark for the grade 6 examination is 
adjusted from year to year to ensure a percentlle pass, Intelligence 
is at best a variable factor in gaini·ng entrance to the junior secondary 
school. 

If. finance - Parents' willi,ngness to continue to support the'lr chfldren 
at school must depend on the dual effect of having to pay for uniforms, 
exercise books, book rentals. etc. and of losing a' potential worker 
from the family. 

ill. availability of Junior secondary schools - For what percentage of 
grade 6 graduates is there a junior secondary 'school near enough to 
permit attendance? And where there are schools. what percentage of 
potential pupils can find a place? 

b) the future of the grade 6 dropout - Mr. Rogers implies that the only 
jobs available tq the grade 6 dropouts are shoe-shining and car-watchlng_ In 
reality. of course', he may become a Clerk. a policem,an. a customs official. a 
shop-keeper, a bus-driver, etc. 

c) the use that might be made of English by the grade 6 dropout - Mr. 
Rogers asks whether it Is fair to teach English to so many 'planned' dropouts 
and by so ' doIng 'to give them the idea that they wlif all be goIng on to Junior 
secondary school'. One may query 

i. the Implication that it Is only English that ~xerts this impliedly evil 
Influence of motivation. and 

ii. the assumption that all pupils naively suppose that they will contlnoe 
their education, . . 

The dual function 'of elementary education has already been discussed and 
it is clear, In Addis Ababa, at any rate. that large numbers of people use 'their 
pathetic scraps of English' to their financial gain. There is subjective evidence 
that they have taken advantage of what they learnt and have taught themselves 
more. The popularity of evening classes, attended to achieve up-grading. further 
supports thIs. 

3. Effects of abandoning English at the elementary level. 

a) on elementary school pupils '. - Those pupils that drop out for 
reasons other thall inability would be deprived of four years' contact with the 
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language and would thereby be cut off f rom the opportunltie$ attendant .upon 
even a sl ight knowledge of the language. Those pupils for whom the decision to 
cont inue at the Junior secondary school Is not clear-cut would be put off by the 
knowledge that they would have to work that much harder to achieve some 
proficiency In English. The effect on those pupils who continue to the junior 
secondary level has already been mentioned In 1. b) . Without even a minimal 
knowledge of the language the pupils would be at that much more of a disad
vantage and would reflect even more acutely what Is at present being deplored 
- an ignorance of English at the end of the elementary scho!'l ; 

b) on elementary 8chool teachers - The low status of the elementary 
school teachers Is widely deplored and the effect of this on the Ethiopian educa. 
tional system as a whole has been clearly stated by Dr. Aklllu Habte.1 A with
drawal from the teacher of a responsibility to teach English could only further 
lower his status. It would also Isolate him from the Influence of the language 
and prejudice his chances of furthering his own education and his career. The 
appearance of Mr. Rogers ' paper at this time, when many teachers are beginning 
to fee l a new professional interest In the teaching of English and a confidence 
In the f irst two books of the New Oxford English Course, is seen to be parti
cular ly unfortunate; 

c) on the difference between elementary and secondary school - The 
exclusion of English from the elementary $chool would emphasize the difference 
between the two levels, would decrease the prestige of an elementary educatloo 
and have the adverse effect on the secondary school intake mentioned above. 
It Is salutary to remember that only about 8.5% of -the total potential elementary 
school population Is in fact enrolled. Any lessening of the coverage of elemen· 
tary education would be to deprive this small percentage of the opportunIty 
to make every lise of their prlvlleged posItion. 

4. Conclusions 
The following co'nclusions are arrived at in the full realization of the useful

ness of having new Ideas (lateral thinking) but in the firm belief that the havIng 
of new Ideas is in no way contradictory to the logical thl;nklng out of any Ideas 
already had (v~rticar thinking) . They are also made with the feeling that a 
5-year-deep hole. in the context of educational development . cannot be more than 
a scratch on the surface and It is too soon to say whether or not we are digging 
in the wrong place. 

The provision of textbooks suitable for the teaching of English in Ethiopian 
elementary schools ;s seen 8S an extremely important aspect of the problem - and 
one In which Mr. Rogers' cont ribution to date has been as great as anybody's. 
So far. however. only the first two years ' books are in use; It is hoped that 
the book tor grade 5 will be available In time tor the academic year 1970-7t. 
Thus It can be seen that It is extremely premature to Judge the efficiency 
of a system that, far from having been functioning long enough ·to be judged. is 
only In its very earliest stages of development. Undoubtedly assessment of the 
system must be made and adjustments to It will be necessary. 

The adoption of some form of special attention to English at the Junior 
secondary level Is likely soon to be made and ways of Improving the llongulstic 

1 Aklliu Habte; 'BraIn draIn In the elementary SChooI'. In the EtftJoplan Journal of Edueatfon. 
Faculty of Education. Halle Sellalsl8 I UniverSity. 101. 1. No.1 (JUIle 1967), pp. 27 - 39 . 
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and professional sbUitle of the teacher are continually beillg discussed. It'seems 
that some kind of compromise between the apparently conflicting Ideais of the 
self.contained classroom and the specialist English teacher cal! . be worked out. 
A scheme for the central training of limited numbers of speolallst teachers who 
are then given the responsibility of advising and training other teachers lrt' a 
given area (a crosS between Item VII on Mr. Aogers' list and the famous Madras 
'Snowball' teacher training scheme) appears worthy of further research; tha work 
of the Peace Corps elementary school supervisors is already directed along these 
I ines. There Is without doubt a long · way to go before Ethiopia has a teacher 
training programme which produces satisfactory EngllSh teachers and adequate 
teaching materials and the Ministry of Education stili has to be persuaded of the 
necessity for the former. But to condemn the practicability of starting the drilling 
lust at the moment when the rig has been completed we think to be extravagant 

advIce. 
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